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Texas Tech University

There were: 228 possible respondents.
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Wonderful teacher! Did an amazing job teaching the class and integrating technology.Koch

Honestly, I enjoyed this class very much and it was the one class I actually learned things in this semester.Koch

Balanced humor and information in lectures that kept me engaged. Greatly enjoyed his class.Koch

very interesting courseKoch

Always makes the lectures very interesting and has a true passion for what he does. He’s not just talking into a
camera and posting videos, he takes the time to put effort, jokes, and even magic tricks into his lectures. Always
enjoyed and looked forward to watching his lectures!! His TA Mr. Stubblefield was also amazing! They
communicate very promptly and effectively. This duo has covid learning PERFECTED! They care about their
students!

Koch

Excellent professor! As long as you meet each class, you will not miss a thing. Nice dad jokes and magic tricks keep
me listening.

Koch

He was one of the best professors I’ve had here at Texas Tech. You can tell he cares about his students and what he’s
teaching. I wish it would have been in person so i could have actually met him! Great class.

Koch

Thank you for the open communication regarding course material. Many of my other professors have no reminders,
so it feels like I am constantly staring at blackboard waiting for new material. With online courses, any little bit of
live interaction helps tremendously. This course was advertised as asynchronous, so I did not expect to have a live
lecture.

Koch

You are one of the only professors who encourage learning by making the class interesting, rather than just difficult.
Thank you!

Koch
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Mr. Koch was an amazing professor, he taught me lessons I will carry with me the rest of my life. He inspired me to
change my major to something I am passionate about, he also taught me to never be ashamed of my beliefs. He is an
inspiration to people of my generation and I hope knows that his lectures touch peoples hearts very dearly.

Koch

My favorite professor so farKoch

Proffesor Kock was an amazing professor and an amazing person. I loved every single part of the course. I would
watch every lecture he posted and was always excited to watch the next lecture. He really taught me a lot about
sociology and he was a funny guy as well. He would tell us a dad joke or do a magic trick in his lectures to give us a
bit of fun during his lectures. He really taught me a lot and I really really wish I had him in person because I would
have loved to sit in class and listen to him speak.

Koch

Easily my favorite class so far, the instructor teaches very well and uses humor and storytelling to keep students
interested in his lectures. He’s an amazing professor!

Koch

Very excellent professor, I loved the online experience for this course and truly wished I was able to attend the live
lecture.

Koch

No comments.Koch

This class was well organized and easy yo find what work needs to be done the only thing I wish that couldve been
different if it was in person.

Koch

I absolutely loved the instructor, he was very funny and made this course a lot more enjoyable. I regret not being as
serious with coursework, but Covid 19 really took a lot from me.

Koch

Professor Koch was great, although I think his class would function better in person due to his eccentric personality.
(that is not his fault) The lectures could be boring at times, but sometimes I found myself interested in his stories or
experiences. The note taking was ok I guess. I liked how the tests were a more accurate way to "test" people and
their understanding of sociology. I didnt feel pressured to do well on them which was nice. Hes a packers fan, so I
cant say we agree in that manner. (Vikings fan here) but overall - great professor and I would recommend him to any
of my friends/ fellow students.

Koch

My favorite instructor!! He made very detailed youtube videos explaining every topic. He always made jokes but
still taught us. 10/10 teacher! WOULD TAKE HIS CLASS AGAIN!

Koch

Great professor, with great content in lectures.Koch

One of the best teachers I’ve ever had... thank you for opening up my imagination and making me excited for each
and every lecture

Koch

This course was my favorite course I took this semester. I learned so much thanks to Dr. Koch and he delivered the
information through a series of examples that improved my learning significantly.

Koch

Great professor. TAKE HIMKoch

Loved the Jokes. not many professors care to try and make their courses unique.Koch

I learned a lot from Dr. Koch. He is an amazing professor who loves what he does. He made me excited to watch
every lecture on time. His ideas to ethics were also very engaging.

Koch

I absolutely loved his class. I wish all my professors had his humor and passion for teaching. His lectures were
awesome and the dad jokes and magic tricks were a bright spot during this semester!

Koch

Dr. Kochs lectures were interesting and a great thing to look forward to every week, wish I couldve had him in
person! Mr. Stubblefield was also an amazing TA and always sent helpful reminders to ensure success.

Koch

I genuinely enjoyed lecture and was interested in the content. Dr. Koch did a fine job in keeping the students
engaged and interested.

Koch

I think professor Koch, did a great job with handling the virus and adapting his class for the better of his students.Koch

DR KOCH IS AWESOMEKoch

Dr. Koch was an amazing professor, not only did he have an amazing scholarly background, but he also has a real
world back ground and examples that add an extra level to his lectures and our understanding as students. He did a
very good job teaching remotely and made the format of the class easy to understand and follow while maintaining
that his students still learn and grow. This class remained a very captivating and interesting class to listen to and
understand, it kept me thinking and growing and encouraged me to think for myself on most topics to find where I
stand.

Koch
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Dr. Kochs lectures were a little long for having to watch over YouTube but were very informative and helped to
understand the material. I really enjoyed his magic tricks and his Dad jokes. I liked how he formatted his tests
because it helped to see how sociology is used in everyday life situations.

Koch

Thank you for teaching us!!Koch

I know Dr. Koch said it was his first time teaching online in all the years he has been with the university, but he did
fantastic and the course ran so smoothly for me!

Koch

I very much enjoyed this class and felt that Dr. Koch truly cared for his students and wanted each of us to succeed. I
looked forward to the stories he told that pertained to our lectures, enjoyed the dad jokes, and the magic tricks were
a nice touch. He was very encouraging and made it known that he believed in us and wished us success. I would
definitely take this class again and would recommend Dr. Koch to anyone needing to take Sociology.

Koch

Was a great teacher who helps throughout all of your course work and only provides his all throughout the entire
course, he is a teacher who is very flexible. Best teacher I have ever had.

Koch

I think it is hard for students to watch the lectures on youtube, I think if this class were a zoom class with an
attendance grade it would give more incentive to do the work and listen to the lectures.

Koch

This Professor is GREAT! He is very good at speaking and lectures. He’s funny and silly and does a very good job
at informing. He uses language that can expand your vocabulary while still making it understandable. Great class
great material as well very interesting. If it was tuatara by anyone else it would probably be so boring. 10/10

Koch

I look forward to these lectures. Professor Koch is my favorite professor this semester and Ive never met the guy!Koch

Dr. Koch was one of the best teachers I have ever had! He is willing to work with you on every problem and has
been an amazing online teacher. COVID has not stopped how good of a teacher or passionate he was.

Koch

Awesome teacher! One of the best teachers I have had in a long time! I really enjoyed his class and would
recommend this teacher to anyone.

Koch

They way he presented lectures was in a very fun way that kept me interested while still keeping it on topic helped
me pay attention and learn stuff.

Koch

Great class for learning introductory sociology for the MCAT, the book combined with the lectures and readings
give a very in-depth learning experience. The technology side of the class was handled very well, with leisure given
if a technological error occurred as a result of the instructor. Overall, I highly recommend this course.

Koch
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Fall 2020, SASW SOC 1301 Introduction To Sociology Section 6
Instructor: Koch, Jerome (Primary)

Texas Tech University

There were: 161 possible respondents.
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I feel I did learn a lot in this class even with it being online. Dr. Koch really wants us to succeed and I appreciated it!Koch

I liked his magic tricks and the way he taught! Definitely would recommend him to anyone wanting to take
sociology

Koch

He is a very good and nice teacher, but making assignments due at 5 pm is very annoying and not easy. Its when
people are at work and I know you could do it the day before, but from what I heard, a lot of others who took his
class found this to be annoying.

Koch

Professor Koch is my favorite professor hands down! He makes learning interesting and fun, I really wish I would
have him in person!!

Koch

This professor was super in depth about each topic. He was constantly sending out reminders for each lecture video
and assignment dates so it was easy to keep up with assignments.

Koch

I wish we had a better heads up on when the Lecture Quizzes and Ideals To Ethics Essays were opened and closed.
Some people, like me for example, didnt have the availability due to work to watch my lectures the day they were
released, so I found myself missing a lot of the quiz openings. Professor was great!

Koch

Very captivating professor but I probably would have gotten more out of the class if it were in-person.Koch

Dr. Kochs lectures were extremely interesting and relevant to real word situations. Also, I greatly appreciated the
magic tricks at the end of the video lectures!

Koch

This class is amazing. It is funny, and entertaining while also being serious and insightful. I really enjoyed it and
would recommend my friends to take this class.

Koch

Dr. Koch is an amazing professor. I wish I had this class face-to-face. There were no problems with the online
version, but I hear that Dr. Kochs in person class is more interactive. Overall I enjoyed this course very much.

Koch
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Great class love talking about it with my parentsKoch

amazing teacher and i loved the lecturesKoch

The class posed so many ideas and thoughts that i had and developed them in to even deeper understanding of what
are society kinda is and always relayed it some type of personal idea that really connected. Shame because of this
pandemic that it couldnt have been in this lecture hall.

Koch

Great class and great teacher. Dr. Koch made learning the material easier by providing real examples from his own
experience and broke everything down so it could be understood

Koch

I really enjoyed having Professor Koch for Sociology 1301. Hes a phenomenal instructor and I was able to retain a
lot of valuable information throughout the entirety of this course. I wish I could have had this class in person.

Koch

Absolutely loved this class!Koch

Instructors lectures were very interesting and entertaining. It was a pleasure to learn in this course.Koch

Considering the adjustments we all had to make during this semester I was very pleased with this class and truly
enjoyed it. The teaching style of Professor Koch kept me engaged when typically doing so would be more difficult
for me virtually.

Koch

I really wish I had the opportunity to take this class in person. Dr. Koch is an amazing professor of this topic, even
in an online asynchronous environment. Dates were clear and organized, and the TA, Mr. Stubblefield, was very
helpful. I can not stress enough how much I wish Id had the opportunity to meet the professor of this course.

Koch

wonderful class, I enjoyed the teachers style of teaching.Koch

only problem i had was with the tests questions. Some the questions i got wrong seemed as if a difference of opinion
could alter the "correct" answer.

Koch

An amazing professor! Loved his class!Koch

Wonderful professor. The only thing I would like him to evaluate for his class is give the all reading before the day
of lecture to have an enough time to read all the readings to the lecture.

Koch

Not the best class... I understand everything with the Covid pandemic but im strongly against throwing up a 1hour
long youtube video with no slides. Its hard to stay interested in what he is saying and defiantly glad this class will be
over soon.

Koch

Honestly a really great professor both as a personal and in his teaching abilities. Went above and beyond in
preparing us for exams but did so in a way that was unexpected. I am always so spectacle of a professor who teaches
through stories but it fit so well for this class. Really loved the dad jokes in honor of his father which helped add a
little comic relief even when the lecture got intense. Overall would not change a thing and kind of wished I got to
attend his class in person.

Koch

Very good professor, he made the topics relatable and interesting and I actually thought that i will use this
information in the future.

Koch

Great professor, lots of great stories, examples, and great course layoutKoch

I really really liked this class, Professor Kochs lectures were engaging and fun. The fact that he told jokes and did
magic tricks made me look forward to his lectures. He also uploaded lectures at a consistent time and gave enough
instructions so that I knew what was expected of me and when things needed to be done. This class relieved a lot of
anxiety about covid as it provided a consistent schedule for me to follow.

Koch

Dr. Koch is a great professor. He made this course very fun and engaged with the class weekly. His lectures were
very enjoyable and I looked forward to his class every week.

Koch

Professor Koch is a phenomenal teacher. He goes above and beyond what most teachers would do. His compassion
and enthusiasm to get his students to learn is evident and motivates us to do better. I thoroughly enjoy his class.

Koch

Dr. Koch was by far one of the best instructors Ive ever had. Hes definitely one of the teachers that has had an
impact on my life. Not only was he passionate about his teachings (which was evident in his lectures), he cared
deeply for his students and taught his own research. The only complaint I have on this course is not engaging more
and providing my feedback to his lectures. I really wish I had a chance to meet him in person because he is a very
insightful man. This class was such a valuable learning experience for me and was such a breath of air when I
watched his lectures. I will remember Dr. Koch, his dad jokes, his teachings, and everything in between. Thank you
for everything this year and I will continue to strive for honor in years to come!

Koch
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One of the best teachers and has very great commentary/lectures.Koch

This has been one of my favorite classes throughout my college experience. Over the course of the semester I have
learned some valuable lessons and skills that I have been able to use in some of my other courses and will continue
to use throughout my life. Given the choice I would not have chosen an online course but this has been one of the
better experiences I have had taking an online class. I though things ran smoothly in this course and it was easy for
me to keep up with the assignments and lectures.

Koch
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